Closing Ceremony - TechTrix
Organized by
PhysCom Society , Kalindi College, University of Delhi
TechTrix,the closing ceremony of PHYSCOM Society of Kalindi College,was
conducted on 11th April , 2018. It was inaugurated by remembering Goddess
Saraswati and lightning of lamp by the Principal, Dr Anula Maurya and
convenors of PHYSCOM Society. The day was lined up with events like,
Crosswords, Pictionary and Caption Writing.

Crosswords
Crosswords was a competition in which there were two sets of puzzles to
be solved, one set is prepared for the Physics category and the other set is prepared
for Computer Science. The students were provided with hints from which they
had to guess the most appropriate and right word as their answer. Two winners
were chosen from each category.
The winners were:Computer Science Anshu Yadav (II year)
Physics
Sejal Arora (I year)
Caption Writing
Caption Writing gained a good number of participation from the students.
In this, the students had to write a caption on the theme,” Science to me is...”.
The one hour long competition ended with two talented winners who had very
beautifully depicted their imagination.
I prize
II prize

The winners were:Rakshita Jain (CS(H) I year)
-

Nitya Saini (CS(H) I year)

Pictionary
Pictionary was a science oriented game in which team of 2 were requested
to participate the game. One member would draw the chit from the lucky pot
which have the term either related to Physics or Computer Science. The first team
member should describe the term through their actions and the other team
member would have to guess. The competition proved to be quite interesting and
new to the students.
The winners were:Computer ScienceKashish Khungar and Tanya Goyal (II year)
PhyscisAnshul Singhal and Vaiwaswati Joshi(III year)

All the winners were rewarded with certificates and cash prizes.
The event concluded with the report of the society for past one year of
hard work and vote of thanks by the President of PhysCom Academic Society,
Kalindi College.

